
KSE9 
Memories imprint set “My Baby” 
Contents: 1 picture frame with passepartout (40 x 17 cm) for 1 imprint and 1 photo (7,5 x 9,5 cm each), 
1 printing film red 
 
Contents may vary from illustrations on packaging. Attention! No Toy! 
 
100% sure – no physical contact with the paint. 
 
Instructions 
Read the following important instructions and hints before you begin!  
Use under adult supervision. Incorrect use may cause damage and soiling. 
 
Attention:   

• Wear old clothes or an apron before you begin. Cover your worksurface and floor with old 
newspaper before setting out the equipment.  

• Furthermore you need a white sheet, a pair of scissors and glue fort he paper or photos. 
• The set contains a glass sheet. Pay attention to a safe operation since there is risk of injury. 

 
The following description refers to the figures on the packaging.  
You may also choose an option while changing position of the photo and the printing or using a  of the 
hand. 
1.  
The materiel need will get out ready, the rear of the frame and the passepartout being taken off. 
2. 
Put a suitable photo into the gap on the left side besides the white small jacket. Put the passepartout over 
it and seek for a good position of the photo. Fix the photo at this place. 
3. 
Take off the packaging of the coloured printing film. Put the film with the colour coat further down on 
the white sheet. The red sign points to the sheet.  
4. 
Place le foot of your child upon the coloured film. Press lightly one after another against the face of the 
foot and each toe without to lift up the leg in order to obtain a perfect detailed impression.  Then take 
away the foot from the film and remove it. Let dry the impression during about 10 minutes.  
5. 
Determine the right dimension for the gap at the right side besides the white small jacket (don’t forget to 
lay down the passepartout). Cut into shape the paper with the impression and stick it on.  
6.  
Put the passepartout upon the complete arrangement. Should the need arise, you may stick it also. 
7.  
Make the frame complete and fix the rear. 
 

 


